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Samuel Delaney's Times Square Red, 
Times Square Blue is actually two extended 
essays joined together as a book. With this 
structure, Delaney creates two different 
ways of looking at his central topic: a first 
person, experiential account and a theoreti-
cal analysis. The central topic here can be 
seen from two angles: 1) a study of homo-
sexual subculture of New York City and 2) 
the way people interact and connect with 
each other in an urban environment. Both of 
these angles are equally important, but for 
this essay I will focus on the latter aspect: 
what Delaney describes as "contact." 
While "Ti1nes Square Blue" offers an in-
triguing and vivid picture of life on Forty-
Second Street before the redevelopment, 
"Times Square Red" provides the heart of 
Delaney's argument. This essay centers on 
the concept of "contact": interclass, often 
random encounters between people in a 
public and urban space. "Contact" differs 
from the standard idea of "community" 
(usually defined by "s1nall town" familiar-
ity) and it differs, as well, from "network-
ing." For Delaney, "contact" is an important 
aspect of city life in which people can assist 
each other, meet each other, and sometimes 
form permanent relationships from usually 
brief meetings. An important aspect of "con-
tact" is its ability to cross class lines. Inter-
class relationships drive what Delaney sees 
as a healthy "democratic metropolis." In ad-
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dition, capitalism both creates and destroys spaces for contact. His ex-
ample of Forty-Second Street demonstrates this fact. While porn the-
aters were economically viable, they offered public spaces in which 
marginal and interclass "contact" could take place. But, when a moral 
capitalism sets in-when it becomes financially beneficial to "clean up" 
Forty-Second Street, we then see capitalism's adverse effect upon inter-
class contact. 
Delaney's work provides multiple aspects of entry. Two of the most 
prominent are the queer studies element and his discussion of human 
community within the city. While the former angle provides an impor-
tant ~ontributi~n to the study of homosexual culture, for the purposes 
of this essay, his second point on human community is the most valu-
able. The argument he sets up here is that within the city there a re vari-
ous possibilities for "contact" and that through such "contact" a human 
co~unity is form~d. This community differs, though, from the typi-
cal idea of community. Delaney targets this idea of small town, every-
one-knows-your-name kind of community and positions against it his 
idea of "contact." For Delaney, "contact" produces a more valuable 
form of interaction in that it crosses boundaries of race, class, sexuality, 
~~ gende~. "Con~~ct" sustains diversity through its fluidity and muta-
b~h~: Unhke the small-town" community that s tringently maintains 
divisions and boundaries, "contact" offers a fluidity that accommo-
dates an ever-changing citizenship. "Contact," then, might be the ideal 
democracy toward which this country aims. But, as Delaney describes 
II t t" b 1 I c~n ac ecomes ess and less of a possibility as moral capita lism 
gains ground. 
11 
On a
11
more personal note, ~y understanding of Delaney's idea of 
contact dev~loped more fully m my mind after the events of Septem-
ber 11. The disastrous tragedy that befell New York heightened my 
own sense of what "contact" means in an urban environment. 
Delaney's book offers a way of understanding how people were able to 
cross multiple social boundaries to aid and help each other in a place 
where, supposedly, everyone is a stranger. Times Square Red, Times 
S~uare Blue migh.t foster, then, a new awareness of how people interact 
with each o ther in urban environments. An awareness that values the 
seemingly unimport~nt and random encounters tha t, as Delaney 
shows, actua11y constitute a complex and substantia l system of human 
interconnectedness. 
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Air. Borders. Cats. Dancing. Gypsy sites. 
I lome. Invisibility. Madness. Noir. Pigeons. 
Standing around. Traffic-lights. Under the 
arches. Vinyl. X-rated. A casual thumb-
through of this rather unique contribution to 
our understandings of cities and city life re-
veals that this is no ordinary keyword glos-
sary. City A-Z, a montage-like compendium 
of 150 entries written by 50 authors, is rather 
more akin to the classification of animals 
Jorge Luis Borges claimed he had discov-
ered in a Chinese encyclopedia. "In the won-
derment of this taxonomy," Foucault writes 
of Borges' finding, " the thing that . . . is 
demonstrated as the exotic charm of another 
system of thought, is the limita tion of our 
own, the stark impossibility of thinking 
tltnt" (xv) . To be sure, nothing contained 
within the pages of CihJ A-Z could be con-
sidered so alien to prevailing (scholarly) no-
tions of the city as to thoroughly undermine 
such notions. But there lurks throughout 
this work a tacit recognition of the "stark 
impossibility" of thinking the cihJ. Indeed, 
editors Steve Pile and Nigel Thrift hold the 
"centra l paradox" of the work to be that 
"imagining the city as a whole is a necessar-
ily partial exercise; putting parts of the city 
together will never add up to the whole" 
(303). Undeterred, CihJ A-Z's contributors 
turn this paradox into a point of departure 
for a ttempts to think and write the city oth-
erwise. 
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